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Summary
Background: For more than 30 years, there has been close cooperation between Japanese and German scientists with regard to information systems in health care. Collaboration has been formalized by an agreement between the respective scientific associations. Following this agreement, two joint workshops took place to explore the similarities and differences of electronic health record systems (EHRS) against the background of the two national healthcare systems that share many commonalities.

Objectives: To establish a framework and requirements for the quality of EHRS that may also serve as a basis for comparing different EHRS.

Methods: Donabedian’s three dimensions of quality of medical care were adapted to the outcome, process, and structural quality of EHRS and their management. These quality dimensions were proposed before the first workshop of EHRS experts and enriched during the discussions.

Results: The Quality Requirements Framework of EHRS (QRF-EHRS) was defined and complemented by requirements for high quality EHRS. The framework integrates three quality dimensions (outcome, process, and structural quality), three layers of information systems (processes and data, applications, and physical tools) and three dimensions of information management (strategic, tactical, and operational information management).

Conclusions: Describing and comparing the quality of EHRS is in fact a multidimensional problem as given by the QRF-EHRS framework. This framework will be utilized to compare Japanese and German EHRS, notably those that were presented at the second workshop.
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1. Introduction and Objectives

Medical informatics has a considerable responsibility “for improving the health of people, through its contributions to high-quality, efficient health care and to innovative research in biomedicine and related health and computer sciences.” [1]. High-quality health care is thereby moving from isolated procedures in a single care delivery organization (CDO, e.g. a hospital or a general practice) to patient-oriented care processes spreading over institutional boundaries. Therefore, not only isolated patient records in CDOs are required. Moreover, health records covering the entire patient history encompassing all of the visited CDOs are needed. Electronic versions, i.e. electronic health record systems (EHRS), are under development at least since 1970 [2].

Therefore, it is obvious that the EHRS is a major cornerstone for “improving the health of people”. Due to this importance, high quality EHRS are needed. Unfortunately, describing the quality of EHRS is difficult, especially due to the following problems:

- **An EHRS is a complex system.**
- **Describing quality of different EHRS in a comparable way presumes a uniform terminology for describing EHRS and their components and presumes a clear notion of quality.**

Describing the quality of EHRS and thereby the effectiveness of the resources engaged and comparing different EHRS would be beneficial for various reasons [3]:

- **Pragmatic reasons:** Professionals such as information system architects, consultants, or scientists could identify more or less effective architectural styles and ways of information management for EHRS.
- **Promotional reasons:** Quality assessments confirming the use of certain EHRS to be safe, time and cost efficient, or effective may improve the acceptance among the users.
- **Financial reasons:** CFOs of health care institutions and networks try to minimize costs while ensuring the effectiveness of EHRS. Therefore, a clear and comparable description of EHRS’ quality is needed.
- **Scholarly reasons:** Medical informatics students shall learn how to construct and manage effective and efficient EHRS.
- **Scientific reasons:** From a scientific point of view, the question is what type of architecture and management of EHRS is most efficient for a certain institutional, regional, national or cultural background.

Consequently, having a clear notion of EHRS quality helps to construct more effective and efficient EHRS and may, therefore, contribute to better support of EHRS users and, above all, to better patient care.

Therefore, the paper’s objective is to compile the quality requirements for EHRS by providing

1. a multidimensional framework for systematizing the requirements for the quality of EHRS;
2. a set of requirements for quality of EHRS, which are structured by the multidimensional framework.

This paper summarizes the joint efforts of German and Japanese scientists to address these objectives. The endeavor is embedded in a 30 year collaboration of the German Association for Medical Informatics, Biometry and Epidemiology (GMDS) and the Japan Association for Medical Informatics (JAMI), which has been formally confirmed at the MEDINFO 2013 conference (The Memorandum of Understanding between JAMI and GMDS is attached as an Online Appendix).

The paper will first provide definitions for the most important concepts for describing EHRS and information management and apply the concepts of quality to EHRS. After that, the commonalities of the German and Japanese healthcare systems as well as differences in the way of using specific information technologies for health are discussed as part of the introduction of German/Japanese workshops. They were held to collect requirements for the quality of EHRS. Initiated by these workshops, a multidimensional framework for describing quality of EHRS was developed and used to systematize the requirements. The framework and requirements will be presented in the results section.

2. Methods

2.1 Concepts Used

2.1.1 Electronic Health Record System

The patient’s electronic medical record (EMR) contains the data that documents health care delivery within a particular inpatient or outpatient CDO [4]. The electronic health record (EHR), however, is the record containing all of the individual’s information regarding “wellness, health and healthcare […]. Its primary purpose is the support of life-long, effective, high quality and safe integrated health care” [5]. Therefore, it is not only “relevant to a subject’s medical treatment but also to a subject’s health in general” [7]. Therefore, the EHR comprises health data from various CDOs and may be “expanded to a national or global scale” [6]. It is a valuable source not only for clinical research [8] but also for health service and epidemiological research, e.g. on intractable diseases [9].

The electronic health record system (EHRS) is “a system for recording, retrieving and manipulating information in electronic health records” [10]. It comprises different databases and application systems, data repositories, directory services listing human and other resource entities, knowledge services containing terminological systems, care pathways and workflows, end user applications, reporting modules, security and privacy services [5], and respective hardware and network components.

In this sense, an EHRS is not one single software product that can be purchased in a shop. Moreover, it is a unique on-site configuration of different integrated application systems, computers, and network components spanning various CDOs.
2.1.2 Information System

Given a CDO, its information system can be defined as that part of the CDO that processes and stores data, information, and knowledge. It consists of different application systems, computers, and network components. In case of networked CDOs instead of a single CDO, the network’s information system is called a “transinstitutional Health Information System” (tHIS) that enables information processing and exchange in this network [11].

Consequently, an EHRS can be considered a sub information system of a tHIS. Using the three layer graph based meta model 3LGm² for modeling health information systems [12], especially transinstitutional information systems and, therefore, an EHRS can be described by concepts on three layers [13]:

- The domain layer describes an EHRS independently of its implementation by the tasks and processes it supports (e.g. “medical and nursing care planning”). Processes need certain data and provide data for other processes.
- The logical tool layer concentrates on application components supporting processes. Application components are responsible for the processing, storage, and transfer of data. Computer-based application components are installed software. Interfaces ensure the communication among application components and, therefore, enable their integration.
- The physical tool layer consists of physical data processing systems (e.g. personal computers, servers, switches, routers, etc.), which are connected in a network.

This approach for structuring and describing information systems turned out to be an appropriate basis for not only describing but also comparing hospital information systems in Japan and Germany [14].

2.1.3 Information Management

Information management is responsible for planning information systems in general and, therefore, for planning an EHRS and its architecture [11], directing its establishment and its operation, and monitoring its development and operation.

Information management is a complex task. In order to reduce complexity, the perspectives

- strategic information management,
- tactical information management, and
- operational information management can be distinguished.

Information management needs an organizational structure that is described by

- IT-governance (e.g. [15]).

Providing a good information system by information management is an intangible service to the stakeholders in a CDO and a health care network. This kind of service is called IT service; therefore,

- IT-service-management is also an important concept for describing information management [16].

2.1.4 Quality of Electronic Health Record System (EHRS)

As a (sub-) information system, an EHRS is a product resulting from information management, which can be considered the manufacturing process of EHRS. The quality of a product is defined as the degree to which it fulfills its consumer's needs and expectations (ISO 9000 from [11]). Quality in this regard is also called “primary quality” [17]. Consumers of EHRS are end-users like the doctors, nurses, technicians, administrators, managers, students, researchers and, last but not least, the patients themselves. Since the EHRS is an information system it has to fulfill the following expectations ([11] p.34):

1. Data, information and knowledge logistics: The EHRS has to capture and make available data and information, primarily about patients, [18] and knowledge, for example, about diseases, side effects, and interactions of medications to support diagnostics and therapy.

2. Process support: The EHRS has to sufficiently enable the adequate execution of processes for patient care, supply and disposal management, scheduling, and resource allocation, administration, leadership and governance and research and education.

However, thoroughly describing the quality of a complex system requires considering more dimensions. Donabedian did this when describing the quality of medical care by introducing outcome, process, and structural quality [19, 20]. This methodological approach can be adapted for describing the quality of information systems, in general, and EHRS, in particular. Since an EHRS is the outcome of information management, we can, therefore, define the quality of an EHRS from the information management perspective. Thus, the primary quality of EHRS is an outcome quality of information management, quality of information management corresponds to Donabedian’s process quality, and structural quality is about resources for information management:

- Primary Quality of EHRS or Outcome Quality of information management: According to the aforementioned ISO definition of quality, primary quality of EHRS is the degree to which it is able to provide information and knowledge logistics and process support. For measuring this ability, the components of the EHRS on the domain layer, logical tool layer, and physical tool layer need to be considered.

In Medical Informatics, we have the hypothesis that good primary quality of EHRS will contribute to high outcome quality in medical care. However, the effect of EHRS components on medical outcome has to be evaluated and proven systematically [21].

- Process Quality of information management:

In order to achieve high quality of a product, the processes for manufacturing the product also must be considered. As stated before, the EHRS is not a single software product but rather a unique and site dependent information system. Therefore, it is the result of information management on site. The quality of information management is the degree to which information management processes in an institution are able to manufacture a high quality EHRS. This aspect of quality is comparable to “process quality” [19, 20]. Usually, good primary quality of EHRS is not achievable without good quality of information management processes.

- Structural Quality of information management:
Donabedian’s third dimension of quality is “structural quality” [19]. Structural quality of information processing is the quality of the tools, resources, and organizational structures available for information management, i.e. the degree to which these tools and resources are able to provide high quality information management. Tools and resources may be well-trained information management staff and information management tools for project management, enterprise architecture modeling, etc.

Usually, good process quality of information management is not achievable without good structural quality, i.e. good quality of resources for information management.

This concept of EHRS quality focuses on the socio-technical system consisting of the EHRS and its information management. Therefore, proving the effect of EHRS components on medical outcome is out of the scope of this paper. However, we dock to an approach of Ancker et al. [22], focusing more on the socio-technical system consisting of EHRS and medical care processes. Based on Donabedian’s model, they explore potential variables in the socio-technical environment of EHRS being able to influence positive or negative medical outcome of IT use. Focusing on medical outcome, they identify “technology”, “organization”, “provider”, and “patient” as structural variables. The variables “technology”, “organization”, and “provider” compose a triangle covering “patient” in its center. The process dimension deals with the processes between these variables. EHRS and its primary quality as defined here is covered by the structural variable “technology”, whereas ‘information management’ with its process and structural quality are covered by the structural variable “organization” and the processes between “organization” and “technology”.

2.2 Japanese-German Experts Workshops on the Quality of EHRS

The first milestone in developing quality requirements for EHRS was JGEHRS 2014, a four days Japanese-German expert workshop. The workshop took place at Kloster Banz in Bad Staffelstein (Bavaria, Germany) from June 30 to July 3, 2014. Eight Japanese and nine German scientists joined the workshop (Figure 1). Based on the aforementioned concepts, the participants started

1. developing requirements usable for assessing quality of an EHRS and
2. agreed on a framework for systematizing the requirements.

The particular added value of such a joint endeavor of German and Japanese experts in the domain of EHRS has already been proven in a Japanese-German comparison of hospital information systems that was possible because of comparable domain layers in Japanese and German hospitals [14, 23]. In addition, both countries are facing a similar challenge of demographic change leading to nearly the same requirements for information systems in the health domain. However, there are differences in the way of using specific information technologies for health. Furthermore, the development history of EHRS was different between the two countries. Germany as well as other European countries started EHRS development before having established electronic medical records (EMR) completely in the participating CDOs, while Japanese focused on the completion of paperless EMR systems in the CDOs before starting EHRS to connect these EMRs [24]. These differences provide a sound reason to reassess the current procedures in the own country, to become familiar with other approaches, and to research new ways of implementation and usage. In particular, this is of special interest for EHRS, since these follow different concepts and deployment worldwide.

Well prepared by the long-standing unique tradition of German-Japanese collaboration, we took the opportunity to bring together not only EHRS experts from different cultural backgrounds, but also with different professional training and practice.

Before the workshop, the participants were asked to prepare presentations dealing with criteria for the quality of EHRS. There were no further restrictions on what particular aspects of EHRS should be stressed and what kind of quality should be taken into account. Using this open approach, we intended to collect a broad as well as thorough collection of requirements for ‘good’ EHRS. In order to be able to arrange this collection in a systematic and comprehensible way, the workshop followed three steps:

1. Collecting examples of EHRS in Germany and Japan:

EHRS from Germany and Japan were presented and analyzed with respect to architecture, use of standards, EHRS role in a region, functionality, usage, and
level of patient centricity. This revealed national particularities and cross-national communalities.

2. Identification of quality requirements:
   Based on these examples relevant concepts and general requirements for quality of EHRS were identified. In moderated discussion panels, agreement on importance of these quality requirements has been reached by different consensus techniques. Section 3 summarizes the results and complements them with references to publications of the participants and others.

3. Organizing the requirements in a framework:
   Participants examined the definitions of EHRS, information systems, information management and quality as introduced before and agreed in using them as a basis for a framework for organizing the requirements. This framework, which is used for structuring section 3, is described in section 3.1.

The workshop made use of various interactive methods, in particular presentations of EHRS examples and concepts followed by discussions, creativity techniques (metaplan, brainstorming and -writing) (Figure 2) and a summary of the workshop in a final statement by all workshop participants.

The second milestone for the quality requirements development was the workshop JGEHRS 2016 attached to the HEC2016 conference in Munich. Further practical examples of EHRS in Japan and German were presented and discussed reflecting the Quality Requirements Framework of EHRS (QRF-EHRS) (c.f. section 3.1).

3. Results

As a result of applying the concepts of section 2.1 in JGEHRS 2014, we present (1) the hierarchical framework for systematizing the quality requirements of EHRS and (2) the requirements for the quality of EHRS as they were carved out during the workshop.

3.1 QRF-EHRS: The Quality Requirements Framework of EHRS

According to section 2.1.4, the quality of EHRS has three major dimensions: primary quality of the product (outcome of information management), quality of information management processes, and structural quality of information management.

- Since primary quality is the quality of the EHRS itself it can further be refined using the three layers of EHRS as introduced in section 2.1.2.
- Information management has three perspectives as introduced in section 2.1.3. These perspectives can be used to further refine quality of information management.
- Structural quality deals with available tools and resources as has been mentioned in section 2.1.4. We consider humans and money as the most important resources for information management.

Consequently, we use the hierarchical Quality Requirements Framework QRF-EHRS defined in Box 1 for ordering the
requirements for quality of EHRS in chapter 3.2.

### 3.2 Requirements for Quality of EHRS

In this section, we present a selection of requirements that should be considered when assessing the quality of EHRS in the respective dimension. The requirements are based on the experience of experts in the workshop.

**Box 1**

Quality requirements framework of EHRS (QRF-EHRS)

**PrimQ: Primary quality**
- PrimQ.0: General requirements
- PrimQ.1: Requirements for quality of the EHRS domain layer: tasks, processes and data
- PrimQ.2: … of the EHRS logical tool layer: application components and their integration
- PrimQ.3: … of the EHRS physical tool layer: computers, devices and their integration

**IMQ: Quality of information management**
- IMQ.0: General requirements
- IMQ.1: Requirements for quality of strategic information management
- IMQ.2: … of tactical information management
- IMQ.3: … of operational information management
- IMQ.4: … of IT service management
- IMQ.5: … of IT governance

**StrQ: Structural quality**
- StrQ.0 General requirements
- StrQ.1 Requirements for quality of human resources
- StrQ.2: … of financial resources
- StrQ.3: … of tools for information management

### 3.2.1 (PrimQ) Primary Quality of an EHRS

Primary quality of EHRS deals with the very properties of the EHRS. At the domain layer, the value of an EHRS for the stakeholders is described. At the tool layers, the quality of the architectural foundations is described.

(PrimQ.1) Requirements for the quality of the EHRS domain layer: tasks, processes, and data

The EHRS has to sufficiently enable the adequate execution of tasks and processes for executing and supporting patient care, but also for research and education.

While discussing the primary quality of EHRS, the experts workshops focused on the EHRS domain layer. Japanese and German experts especially wanted to emphasize that an EHRS shall support different stakeholders and users at different sites and shall help integrating medical care and research.

Especially the following requirements must be fulfilled (see Box 2):

- **Continuity of care from home to hospital and resident doctors, even in disaster:** Since lifestyles are changing and the need for mobility in career terms in Japan as well as in Germany is increasing, the EHRS must facilitate the more complex care processes dealing with many doctors and different pharmacies related to one patient [25]. EHRS must support data sharing and access rights management processes for patient related medical data such that all health care professionals within a community or region can use the data if they are entitled to use it [26]. Especially Japan has painful experiences with disasters like tsunamis and earthquakes; EHRS have to enable the continuity of care in these cases as well. However, the very basis for continuity of care is a unique national patient identification number [6].

- **Patient empowerment:** According to recent developments in ambient assisted living and health-enabling technologies [27] the citizen’s home will be the new diagnostic and therapeutic entity. Therefore, EHRS must become patient centered systems supporting patient’s processes at home and in daily life including home care, consecutive care at rehabilitation and welfare facilities, care for elderly, community health campaigns, and compliance check of medicines. Moreover, EHRS must support patient empowerment in general [28] and especially in having secure access to their data which must be presented in an appropriate form, i.e. such that patients can understand the data.

- **Decision support:** The EHRS should provide efficient means to support clinicians in their daily diagnostic and therapeutic decisions. In order to avoid medical errors, in general, and especially in the medication processes, the EHRS shall combine patient related information of the EHRS with medical knowledge out of a knowledge base [29, 30].

- **Medical research and education:** The EHRS must enable integrated medical research and care. Therefore, the secondary use of clinical data is as crucial as the integration of research facilities like the management of biobanks (31). The EHRS shall help to find appropriate cohorts for epidemiological research, e.g. on intractable diseases [9] or diabetes mellitus [28]. Preconditions are minimal data item sets being documented for a sufficient number of individuals. All data collected and provided this way is a valuable source for the medical education of medical professionals after graduation.

**Box 2**

(PrimQ.1) Requirements for quality of the EHRS domain layer: tasks, processes and data

- Continuity of Care from home to hospital and resident doctors, even in disaster
- Patient empowerment
- Decision support
- Medical research and education
- Efficiency and quality of medical processes
- Data privacy management and trustee services
- Data quality management and curation
- Semantic annotation
Efficiency and quality of the medical processes: Good EHRS must support clinical information and knowledge logistics and clinical workflows. The quality of clinical processes and workflows is, therefore, a core requirement for the quality of EHRS. Sophisticated methods for the measurement of workflow quality like process benchmarking [32], the workflow composite score [18] as well as the degree of adoption of EHRS features in real processes [33] are crucial. In practice, good EHRS must provide data and means for optimizing clinical and business processes/workflows. For example, nurses should be disburdened from time-consuming work outside of care.

EHRS must support data, information, and knowledge logistics. Related data, therefore, must be provided on time, at the right location, and to the authorized staff in an appropriate and usable form.

Data privacy management and trustee services: EHRS data is extremely sensitive personal data and disappointing patients and citizens in their trust to care systems and EHRS would finally make patient care inefficient if not impossible. Moreover, complying with the national and regional legal and regulatory requirements on data privacy is a matter of course. If the clinical data of the EHR shall be used for research or education, the EHRS must support a trustee by providing means for pseudonymization and anonymization following recommendations as described in [34], for example. The management of informed patient consent has to be included. Nevertheless, EHRS data is an asset not only for researchers and teachers but also for commercial companies. However, medical data must not be a commercial good or subject of selling without the explicit informed consent of the patients (c.f. section 3.2.3, StrQ.2).

Data quality management and curation: The formal completeness of EHR data can be supported by using the CEN/ISO EN13606 standard, a reference information model for the EHR [35]. A reference installation of this standard is openEHR [36, 37, 38]. With regard to completeness of content, EHRS shall integrate doctors’ documentation and nursing documentation (reasons and interventions). This is the very prerequisite for the true continuity of care since nurses and doctors must cooperate as a highly efficient team.

Precision medicine calls for the integration of genotype data with clinical, phenotype data [39], including images [40].

In order to ensure the high quality content of the EHR, care managers (e.g. nurses, health information managers) are needed to collect and integrate and curate the different pieces of patient’s information. Data correctness and integrity in the EHR shall be traced and audited compliant to regulations for software as a medical device according the European Medical Device Directive (MDD) or FDA regulations [41].

Semantic annotation: Data and Documents of the EHR should be linked to medical and pharmaceutical knowledge and thereby be semantically annotated in order to provide for mutual understanding of different providers in transition care, i.e. semantic interoperability [37]. Several standards are available: ICD10/11, ICNP, ICPM, LOINC, SNOMED, TNM, etc.). Semantic integration calls for well-structured data. A data model should be provided to describe the structure of the data of a given EHR [42].

**Box 3**

### (PrimQ.2) Requirements for the quality of the EHRS logical tool layer: application components and their integration

**Applications/features:**
- Usability
- Object identity
- Access integration
- Integration of decision support systems
- Integration of clinical documentation systems and research documentation systems
- NLP features in EHRS
- Integration of personal health data
- Integration of application systems outside of CDOs and health care

**Applications/features needed**

- Data and Documentation of the EHRS

**Object identity:** The EHR contains the EMRs of all CDOs in the respective health-care network. In every hospital of the network, the EMR has to collect data from all hospital departments. Hence, the CDO’s information system should integrate a master patient index for uniquely identifying patients, which is usually provided by the Patient Administration System. An integrated human resource management system has to provide unique identification and authentication of the health professionals and their assignment to one or more CDOs as well as the CDOs themselves.

**Access integration:** EHRS must be accessible not only by doctors but also by pharmacists, researchers, and medical teachers [26]. Since secure public health telematics infrastructures for transinstitutional health information systems are rare, pragmatic hybrid solutions integrating the usage of paper forms must also be considered, since they are still used in Germany and Japan [44, 45].
Integration of decision support systems: Knowledge based CPOE systems must be integrated in the EHR [30]. They must act as a therapy safety system offering medication checks based on medication plans as well as on laboratory findings. Automatic detection of adverse events and automatic reporting of those events to regulatory agencies must be added [46]. Automatic packing systems and robots may offer additional safety by reducing errors in the medication process [29].

Patient safety in intensive care also depends on the integration of EHR and medical knowledge in the respective Patient Data Management System (PDMS) providing reliable decision support in critical situations. Decision support systems as part of the EHR shall be certified to ensure correct functioning. This includes the reliability and trustworthiness of the application as well as robust functionality, i.e. the system does what it has to do. As a certification body in Europe EUROREC is available for example [47]. EUROREC provides a broad range of criteria from those related to good software engineering to those dealing with special requirements in healthcare. In addition, the EHRs must obey the legal and regulatory requirements (e.g. European Regulation on Data Protection, European Medical Device Directive (MDD) or FDA).

The EHR must be integrated with workflow management systems supporting clinical pathway execution based on evidence based medical knowledge [48]. Decision support systems must be able to use the EHR but should also be ‘big-data-enabled’ to allow a better implementation of the precision medicine agenda [49]. Data Warehouses for research (see below) can thus be used for clinical decision support [9] and thereby implement one aspect of the bench to bedside translation [50].

Integration of clinical documentation systems and research documentation systems: An EHRs can only be considered to be of high quality, if it improves research efficiency:

- The administrative Patient Management System or the Medical Documentation System should provide features for recruitment for clinical trials and support identification of cohorts. An application system for trial administration is required, which is integrated with the financial application systems.
- To support the direct reuse of EHR data in clinical trials, electronic data capture (EDC) systems should be connected to the clinical application systems in order to transcribe automatically from EHR to electronic case report forms (eCRF) [51]. The design and implementation of new data entry forms should be flexible and easy to use and should follow standards like CDISC ODM in order to allow for secondary use [42, 51]. Providing structured data for medical research out of the care context may be facilitated by using openEHR archetypes [37]. Additional value for medical research can be reached by combining EHR data with social media, knowledge bases, and literature analysis (record linkage) [37].
- The EHRs must provide a research data infrastructure including a central Research Data Warehouse [9, 52, 53] as, for example, based on 12b2 offering features for data mining to medical researchers [54]. The Data Warehouse can be connected to the clinical application systems by tools for extraction, transport, and loading (ETL) that support converting the proprietary data of different applications to one standard format and load it to a unified Data Warehouse [55]. For multi-centered clinical research as well as for epidemiological research the Research Data Warehouses must be usable for many institutions in a certain research network [9]. Even in research oriented hospitals, “medical doctors cannot use the tools for their own data analysis individually. User-centered universal tools should be applied for medical researchers to analyze their own data.” [56]. Therefore, EHRs should provide easy and quick ‘controlled and regulated’ access to the EHR data. This would leverage the treasure of clinical data and support discovery of new medical knowledge. Therefore, EHRs would contribute to the hospital’s task of being an active part of a learning health system [57].

NLP features in EHRs: Although structured collections of clinical data are necessary for clinical research and especially clinical trials [42], usually much data in EHR is free text, i.e. unstructured and not standardized. Such data can only be processed by computerized application systems if natural language processing (NLP) methods are used [58], which is considerably difficult not only for documents in the Japanese language [59] but also for those in the German language [60].

Integration of personal health data: An EHRs must interact with patients and citizens in two ways. First, it must be able to integrate personal data from personal health monitoring devices provided by smartphones, smartwatches in combination with various wearable sensors, etc. Secondly, the EHRs shall be able to support patients directly by providing them with a longitudinal care plan, for example, supporting the management of their trajectories from one care provider to another [28, 61, 62].

Integration of application systems outside of CDOs and health care: Besides integrating ‘traditional’ application systems in the CDO as has been mentioned before, an EHRs should be connected to those applications that are already used by citizens. Hence, the Integration of welfare facilities and of the local TV-program may be necessary [63]. Integration with emergency medical services (e.g. helicopters, ambulances) is self-evident.

Architecture (c.f. Box 4)

Architecture styles: Architectural styles supporting flexibility, modularity and, therefore, the maintainability of EHRs shall be used as service oriented architectures

(PrimQ.2) Requirements for the quality of the EHRs logical tool layer: application components and their integration

Architecture:
- Architecture styles
- Secure communication
- Communication standards and best practices

Box 4
(SOA) and enterprise service bus (ESB) [64], for example. EHRS will usually be realized as distributed systems with a variety of data repositories and databases. For data sharing there are two subtypes: The ‘show-type’ is based on a central registry instead of a central database (e.g. AjisaiNet in Japan), whereas the ‘send-type’ offers a central database even for different institutions (e.g. GDBank in Germany) [44].

Secure communication: In case of communication of EHR content the EHRS must provide a means for the end-to-end encryption of messages according to recommendations as for example those of the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) [65]. Moreover, a secure nationwide health telematics infrastructure is required preventing from inventing the wheel of safe and secure communication again and again for each EHRS usage in related projects. Especially in Europe such infrastructure and standard compliant solutions for cross-border integration are necessary [66] and have been addressed in projects like epSOS [66] and its follow-up projects.

Communication standards to ensure interoperability and best practices: EHRS shall use standards for storing, communicating, and sharing its data whether they are documents or structured data. The Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) initiative provides the relevant best practices for usage of standards in EHRS in the form of profiles [67]. IHE profiles, among others, advocate using the Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) for the structuring of clinical documents, using HL7 for text-oriented messages, DICOM for medical images. The upcoming standard FHIR is suggested for defining, storing, and retrieving so-called resources as structured data in SOA environments. Especially for transinstitutional settings and fostering the continuity of care usage of ASTM CCR [68] or HL7/ASTM CCD [69] must be considered. CEN/ISO EN13606 standard provides the concept of the EHR extract to exchange the entire or part of the EHRS as mentioned before.

(PrimQ.3) Requirements for the quality of the EHRS physical tool layer: computers, devices, and their integration

- Servers and networks
- Clients
- Integration of devices and biobanks

Box 5

(PrimQ.3) Requirements for the quality of the EHRS physical tool layer: computers, devices, and their integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Servers and networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of devices and biobanks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 (IMQ) Quality of Information Management Processes

An EHRS only delivers value for patients, citizens, and health care professionals if it is actually under operation and thus provides real services as described as the primary quality of the domain layer (PrimQ.1). This takes for granted well-organized operational information management of EHRS based on strategic and tactical information management. Note that risks for patients are not only the result of weak technology but may also result from bad training of staff in using new systems and thus from bad information management.

Well-organized information management in general not only requires highly motivated and well educated human experts but also optimal communication between the experts. The human factor for the management of high quality EHRS cannot be underestimated. Information management in this socio-technical field, therefore, must carefully care for good teamwork by giving enough chances for personal communication.

(IMQ.1) Requirements for the quality of strategic information management

Strategic information management deals with the entire information system and EHRS of a CDO or a health care network as a whole and establishes strategies and principles for its evolution.

There is a high risk not to meet the requirements for the primary quality of EHRS, if EHRS development is not performed systematically, i.e. by systematic information management and especially strategic information management. Information management should be organized and performed according to accepted textbooks on information management or to...
a framework such as COBIT [76]. COBIT defines IT management and IT governance processes and provides a process capability model for their assessment.

A cornerstone of strategic information management is a clear definition of strategic goals in a strategic information management plan [77]. In order to meet the requirements of section 3.2.1, the following strategic goals for EHRS should be covered as far as applicable:

EHRS shall
- enable use case based reasoning for decision support in patient care by secondary use of data;
- improve patients’ safety;
- support care for elderslies in their homes;
- improve cooperation with other healthcare facilities even in remote areas and under disaster conditions;
- improve patient care in underserved regions (e.g. islands, rural areas);
- support patients’ self-management;
- reduce patient turnaround time;
- improve CDO’s management and administration and efficiency;
- support high quality research outcomes by high data quality and easy to use features for secondary use of data;
- contribute to education.

Since EHRS depend on widespread implementation and use of EMR in hospitals, clinics, and doctors’ practices, there is a need for clear national strategies to introduce EHR and for the execution of such strategies [6, 78, 79]. EHRS should be independent from governmental or economic stakeholders in order to be trustworthy for both care providers and patients [80, 81].

4.1.2 Requirements for the quality of tactical information management

Based on a strategic information management plan, projects for installing or updating the components of the EHRS must also be executed systematically. A mature procedure model for projects (e.g. according to [82, 83]) is needed. Those models especially ensure to have all of the relevant stakeholders involved and to have sufficient face-to-face meetings and working groups.

Success of projects can be measured, for example, by average time between defining and starting projects [84], percentage of milestones missed, and of killed projects [84]. Nevertheless, projects must be assessed especially with respect to their outcomes. Therefore, the evaluation of resulting EHRS features must be performed on a regular basis [26]. This is especially important in case of features for medication and shall guarantee patient safety [29]. Certified components for EHRS offer a better chance to achieve the addressed benefits [85]. In summary, the principles of evidence based medical informatics must be applied [86].

4.1.3 Requirements for the quality of operational information management

An EHRS must be available on a 24/7 basis even in case of disaster. Besides the requirement of virtualized and redundant computing centers and networks (cf. section 3.2.1, PrimQ.3), appropriate staff and other resources must be made available. Therefore, a Business Continuity Plan (BCP) is necessary and the management of EHRS operation shall be based on established standards or best practices, e.g. COBIT and ITIL [16, 76].

4.1.4 Requirements for the quality of IT service management

IT services provided by a local or regional information management department running the EHRS shall have defined and measurable quality [72]. This can be achieved by using service level agreements (SLA) [11]. IT service management should be implemented following accepted best practices, e.g. ITIL [16].

4.1.5 Requirements for the quality of IT governance

EHRS are transinstitutional information systems and, therefore, the responsibility for its management must be organized in close consultation between all of the parties and stakeholders involved. The intensity and centrality of information management in such a setting must be negotiated with all of the partners [87]. In order to ensure the independence as well as acceptance of the EHRS, the establishment of a strategic advisory board (members: Care Providers, IT specialist, academic, governmental, etc.) makes sense.

3.2.3 (StrQ) Structural Quality of an EHRS: Quality of Resources for Information Management

It may sound self-evident, but it must be emphasized: good EHRS require high-quality resources for information management. Of course, enough money and appropriate tools are needed. However, having enough personnel who are well educated and committed is crucial.

4.2.1 Human resources, human capacity management

EHRS require not only the best human experts but also human capacity management. A skills-matrix may be used to document and develop staff’s competences and skills. It must be systematically decided what competences shall be bought from the outside. Usually technical expertise can be ‘bought’ outside easier than e.g. clinical process and project management expertise.

It is crucial to have an adequate human capacity management in order to develop the skills and knowledge needed especially for project management.

The term “eHealth literacy” is often used with regard to the ability of users to use EHRS. However, it should also be used with regard to the knowledge of information management staff about standards, profiles and tools in the eHealth domain. With that respect, eHealth literacy must be developed continuously in the information management department. International recommendations on education in biomedical and health informatics provide thorough overview on knowledge and skills needed for different tasks in information management [88].

4.2.2 Financial resources

EHRS are important and crucial for patient care and for medical research. Therefore, EHRS need to be sustainable [63, 72, 89]. Sustainability cannot only be reached by using appropriate information technology, standards, information management, and governance regulations, but must also be founded by ongoing funding [44]. Moreover, appropriate business models are needed in order to provide an ongoing financial basis for EHRS. It has to be clearly defined as to what added value an EHRS...
will bring to what stakeholders and how they would pay for the related services. Some may take the tremendous value of the data in EHRS into account and consider it as an asset. However, selling data for funding the EHRS without clear and informed consent of the patients will undermine and finally ruin patients’ trust. The model of health data cooperative in which personal health data is solely owned and controlled by their members may offer opportunities for trustworthy business models [90]. This will also call for effective means for controlling usage of their data by patients and citizens themselves [91, 92].

(STRQ.3) Tools for information management

Information management for EHRS requires service desk provision, modern ticket, project management, network, or computing center management systems. The integration of these management tools is as much a challenge as the integration of the components of EHRS. IT4IT provides a well-structured framework for solving this integration challenge [93].

4. Conclusion

Based on the framework QRF-EHRS and the various requirements for EHRS quality, we derive two conclusions:

1. Assessing the quality of EHRS is a multidimensional problem.

Of course CEOs, CIOs, and other stakeholders of healthcare networks are strongly interested in having simple key performance indicators (KPI) that are able to measure the quality of their EHRS, e.g. by a score from 0 (low quality) to 7 (high quality). However, the existence of such scalar key performance indicators (KPI) appears unlikely, although there are popular approaches of this kind that have a considerable impact [94].

2. Quality of EHRS is not only a property of a software product in the vendor’s shop.

Moreover, quality assessment must be applied to the socio-technical system consisting of the unique EHRS as it is installed and the information management taking care of its planning, directing, and monitoring. Therefore, this kind of assessment should encompass all of the dimensions of our framework and it must be done on site.

However, more research is needed in order to make both the framework QRF-EHRS and the quality requirements applicable for practical use. Topics for further research may include:

- refining the framework QRF-EHRS and measuring its impact;
- developing key performance indicators (KPI) to actually measure the presented requirements in quantitative terms;
- exploring the dependencies between the different dimensions of the framework by empirical studies in different hospitals;
- revealing the strengths and weaknesses in existing EHRS by the usage of the framework;
- defining best practices as showcases.

Furthermore, the requirements and the KPIs to be developed must be applied for evaluating and comparing existing real-life EHRS and their environment. This approach can be pursued on a national as well as on a binational or multinational level. Best practice examples could be identified and further analyzed to better understand why a particular system is of such high quality.

Apart from quality benchmarking, these requirements can be used to stimulate research on information system success. The approach of DeLone & McLean [95] to describe information system success divides quality into system, information, and service quality and mainly covers the users’ perspective on these quality dimensions. The Quality Requirements Framework of EHRS pursues the information management perspective. It thus embeds the success of the EHRS, i.e. outcome quality, into the two success factors process quality and structural quality of information management. The relationship between “information management process quality” and “service quality” as well as other similarities need to be investigated systematically in future work.

Obviously, this paper has methodological limitations. The results, i.e. especially the requirements for the quality of EHRS, are based on the personal experiences and views of expert participants of two workshops (JGEHRS 2014, JGEHRS 2016). The requirements presented in this paper are well grounded by many peer-reviewed papers of the authors themselves and other authors. However, there is no systematic evaluation and, therefore, no evidence of validity. The framework QRF-EHRS proved to be suitable to systematize the requirements, but its completeness is still unclear.

This paper is a collection of aspects readers should – from the authors’ perspective – remember and reflect when planning, directing, and monitoring EHRS. It is open for discussion.
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